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Abstrat. The determination of a surfae roughness with translation veloity was investigated

with an ultrasoni baksattered tehnique based on the Doppler e�et. The diÆulty of the

Fourier analysis to detet with auray the hanges of roughness indue a time-frequeny analysis.

We demonstrate that the Doppler spetrum is related to the spatial spetrum of the surfae

roughness and the veloity of the surfae. A aurate detetion of roughness has been derived

thanks to the spetrogram representation.

INTRODUCTION

Detetion of the roughness of a surfae in movement is of great interest for the
automotive industry if it is performed without ontat, at low ost and in the real time.
Furthermore, ultrasoni methods based on the measurement of the baksattering signal
are widely used in the haraterization of materials and biologial medias.

Severals artiles have shown their ability to estimate the number of satterers
in an insoni�ed medium in underwater aoustis[1℄ or medial ultrasonography[2℄. In
these experiments, the satterer onentrations is extrated from: i lassial statistial
parameters (high order moments) desribing the amplitude eho[1℄; ii non lassial
approah done in the frequeny domain but needing both the temporal nature of the
data aquisition.

However, a diÆulty arise from the haraterization of a three dimensional (3D)
random sattering struture[3℄. This was partially solved by Sleefe[2℄ whih has pro-
posed a stohasti model for baksattered aousti signals allowing the determination
of the number of satterers per volume unit. Its analysis is based on the spekle pat-
tern generated by the interferene between the ontributions from a large number of
randomly distributed saterrers.

The limitation of statistial tehnis [4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄ are due to the non stationarity
of signals. Furthermore, the haraterization of a surfae in a translation add a new
variable whih inrease the omplexity of use these statistial approahes. This is one of
the reason whih leads us to use a time-frequeny analysis in order to extrat qualitative
parameters of the roughness.
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Classial Doppler E�et

The lassial Doppler theory onerns a monohromati inident aousti wave of
frequeny f0. This wave is reeted on the surfae in motion and auses the Doppler
frequeny shift fD due to the phase di�erene of inident and reeted wave given by

fD =
2f0v sin �


; (1)

where  is the sound veloity in air ( ' 340 ms�1), � is the angle deviation with respet
to the normal diretion of the surfae and v the linear veloity of the surfae. In our
experiments, where v '15 ms�1, the Doppler frequeny shift is about fD ' 2:8 kHz
whih is an audible signal.

All parameters in Eq.(1) are supposed to be onstant in our experiment. But
small variations of the angle � an indue small variations of the Doppler frequeny
shift fD. These variations of � an be due to the transduers radiation pattern of
the non-foalized emitter and reeiver, the onsequene of whih is a global onstant
broadening of the Doppler spetrum. Nevertheless, this �rst intuitive approah is based
on the fat that the monohromati wave is ompletely reeted by the surfae and not
perturbed by the pro�le h(x) of the unknown surfae.

Inuene Of The Pro�le

Loal modi�ations of the surfae will indue small variation of the Doppler shift
around its mean value. Lets start our study assuming that the surfae pro�le hange
instantaneously (step pro�le). It an be shown that the frequeny Doppler shift hange
in the proportion of the area A (integral of all paths of aousti signals (Fig.1). Then,
the e�et of instantaneous step variation is only visible if the aousti emission is done
with transduers having a wide diameter (ompared with the step width).
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Figure 1. Periodi pro�le of the roughness surfae

Lets onsider a periodi pro�le h(u+ Ts) = h(u). The step signature will appear
periodially in the temporal Doppler signal. Then, the resulted baksattered signal



pp q y fD p p q y fs = s

through the relation
fD = vfs; (2)

where v is the translation veloity.
More generally, if we have the experimental set-up shown in �gure 2, the ratio

between the emitted signal (Ve) and the reeived signal (Vr) is given by

Vr
Ve

=
Z
x
Te(x)Tr(x) exp

�
�2jkh(x� vt)

�
dx; (3)

where Te(x) (resp. Tr(x)) is the emitter (resp. reeiver) transfert funtion. Thus
phase variations of the ratio Vr

Ve
gives information about h(u) = h(x� vt) of the pro�le

variations. The Doppler e�et, as a result of phase variations, will be dependent of the
pro�le throughout the amplitude (beause of the energy of the baksattering e�et)
and dependent of the spatial spetrum of the roughness.

If we suppose that h(x� vt)� � = =f0, then Eq.(3) beomes

V2
V1

=
Z
x
Te(x)Tr(x)

�
1� 2jkh(x� vt)

�
dx; (4)

V2
V1

=
Z
x
Te(x)Tr(x)dx� 2jk

Z
x
Te(x)Tr(x)h(x� vt)dx; (5)

whih an be seen as the diret reetion and the di�usion omponents.
Now assuming that h(x�vt) ' h0 = te over a wide spatial range, we an measure

the power ratio between diret Pr and di�used power Pd by:

Pr
Pd

=

���Rx Te(x)Tr(x)dx���2����2jk Rx Te(x)Tr(x)h(x� vt)dx
���2 '

�2

16�h20
: (6)

If the pro�le has a spatial periodiity Ts, then h(x�vt) an be written as Fourier series
i.e.

h(x� vt) =
n=1X
n=�1

Hn exp

0
�2i�n(x� vt)

Tx

1
A : (7)

Then, the ratio between the emitted and the di�used signal is given inserted Eq.(7)
into Eq.(5), i.e.

Vd
V1

= �2jk
Z
x
Te(x)Tr(x)h(x� vt)dx (8)

= �2jk
Z
x
Te(x)Tr(x)

�
n=1X
n=�1

Hn exp

0
�2i�n(x� vt)

Tx

1
A dx (9)

= �2jk
n=1X
n=�1

Hn exp

 
�2i�nvt

Tx

!
| {z }

Doppler Spetrum

�
Z
x
T1(x)T2(x) exp

 
2i�nx

Tx

!
dx| {z }

Spatial spetrum with �ltering

(10)
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Figure 2. Roughness surfae haraterization experimental set-up using aousti baksat-

tering e�et. The surfae is in translation whereas the transduers are �xed

The general result is that the Doppler spetrum is proportional to the spatial spetrum
assuming the mean roughness pro�le lower than the wavelength of the emitted signal.
As a onlusion of this theoretial part, one an see that the Doppler spetrum ontains
an information related to the spatial spetrum of the roughness beause of the trans-
lation property. In our appliation, an instantaneous variation of roughness indues an
instantaneous variation of the spetrum requiring aurate signal proessing methods.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In order to haraterize the surfae roughness, we propose an aoustial experiment
where the baksattered Doppler signal of a moving surfae is measured (�gure 2). The
surfae with the roughness pro�le h(u) is in translation (�!v ) with respet to the �xed
emitter and reeiver transduers running at f0 = 40 kHz. The translation veloity
(supposed to be onstant) allow to analyse the Doppler omponent in a narrow band
with a good noise rejetion. The Doppler signal is extrated from the reeived signal
with an eletronial demodulation.

TIME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

The introduing remarks onerning the diÆulty of using statistial analysis and
the motivation to use this experimental method for non stationary pro�le h(x; t) has led
us to use time-frequeny analysis applied to the demodulated baksattering Doppler
signal. These hoie was adapted thanks to preliminary experimental results whih
have shown that spetral analysis, and statistis on temporal defet was not satisfying
to detet rapid variations of temporal signals. If we suppose that the frequeny limit
of the Doppler spetrum is lower than 20 kHz whih gives fT = v=fD = 8:10�4m as the
limit of spatial frequeny, a PC sound ard (with 44 kHz of sampling rate) an be use
to reord the Doppler signal allowing real time treatment.

Statistial Properties Of Doppler Signals In The Time Domain

Some statistial parameters an be de�ned. It is well known that these parameters
are used for tissue haraterization [9℄. The lassial statistial momentum (during T )
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Figure 3. Skewness (a) and variane (b) parameters for the roughness detetion () on the

amplitude of the temporal signal. The skewness present some limitation in the detetion.

(d) Kurtosis of the temporal signal and the detetion result. The Kurtosis allows a better

di�erentiation than the Skewness as seen in the detetion result (e)

of order n (and partiularly the Skewness and the Kurtosis) de�ned by

E[xn(t)℄ =
1

T

Z +1

�1

xn(t)dt; Skew[x(t)℄ =
E[x3(t)℄

E[x2(t)℄3=2
; Kurt[x(t)℄ =

E[x4(t)℄

E[x2(t)℄2
; (11)

have been hosen as indiators.
These parameters were used for the determination of the hange of roughness as

seen in �gure 3. Eah evaluation of the parameters is take on the same measurement
with the same number of data (1000 values). The variane give an information of the
energy whih on�rms the fat that the roughness indue a inrease of the baksattering
energy. The detetion is then possible as seen from the () and (e) urves where the
detetion is represented as the binary value (0 : no detetion; 1 : detetion). The (a)
urve showing the Skewness on�rm the diÆulty to use this parameter for an aurate
detetion.

Nevertheless, the results onerning the Kurtosis and presented in (d) emphasizes
the potentiality of this parameter for the roughness haraterization as obtained by Ku
for tissue diagnosti [9℄. But the fat that the surfae is in movement ertainly indue
a diÆulty of an aurate detetion. Indeed, the detetion at t = 1800 ms where the
roughness is present seems to be diÆult.

Classial Spetrum Analysis

The lassial FFT spetrum is presented at di�erent points whih are slightly
di�erent if the signal is aquired on the smooth (�gure 4(a)) or on the roughness
(�gure 4(b)) surfae.

The two spetrum are very losely eah other in amplitude and spetrum ompo-
nents. The mean Doppler frequeny is around 400 Hz. The amplitude of spetrum given
in Figure 4(a) is slightly di�erent but not suÆient for an aurate di�erentiation. The
broadening of the spetrum is qualitatively veri�ed with the roughness surfae. The
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Figure 4. Exprimental measurement showing the limitation of the lassial spetrum analysis.

(a) FFT of Doppler signal before the roughness surfae. (b) FFT on the roughness defet.

The broadening of the Doppler spetrum is the result of the presene of the roughness
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Figure 5. Kurtosis (a) and Skewness (b) parameters for the roughness detetion on the FFT

of the temporal signal. The detetion based on the spetral parameters are more signi�ative
that the detetion based on time parameters

level -50 dB is loated at 1700 Hz for the smooth surfae and loated at 3200 Hz for
the roughness one while the amplitude maximum is onstant (A ' �20dB). The result
is due to the diÆulty of the spetrum analysis to onsider instantaneous variation of
the pro�le.

Time-Frequeny Analysis With Spetrogram

The same statistial study has been done on the Fourier transform X(�) of the
Doppler temporal signal x(t). The previous statistial parameters Eq.(11) an be either
de�ne in the Fourier representation of the Doppler signal, i.e.

E[�n℄ =

R+1
�1

�nSX(�)d�R+1
�1

SX(�)d�
; Skew[�℄ =

R+1
�1

�3SX(�)d�

E[�2℄3=2
; Kurt[�℄ =

R +1
�1

�4SX(�)d�

E[�2℄2
;

(12)
whih are respetively the mean, the variane, the Skewness and the Kurtosis of the
spetral omponents de�ned from the power spetral density SX(�). Results of this
spetral detetion are presented in �gure 5. As a onsequene of previous results, the
need af a spetral parameter evolution versus time, i.e. versus the surfae roughness
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Figure 6. (a)Spetrogram of the Doppler signal visualized in 3D plot. The di�erene of

roughness appears at a frequeny analysis around 1 kHz where the roughness ontribue to the

broadening of the Doppler spetrum. (b)Spetrogram of the Doppler signal visualized versus

time. The red omponent appears at 400 Hz

displaement, leads to use a time-frequeny approah.
One of the way to use time-frequeny representation (TFR) is proposed in this pa-

per by applying a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) to the Doppler baksaterred
signal x(t) de�ned by [10, 11℄

S(!; t) =
1

2�

Z
1

�1

x(�)h(� � t) exp(�i!�)d�; (13)

where h(t) is a window funtion. The energy density spetrum of a STFT is de�ned as
E(!; t) = jS(!; t)j2 and alled a spetrogram.

The time-frequeny resolution of a spetrogram depends only on the window size
and type and is independent of frequeny. A wide window give better frequeny reso-
lution but worsens time resolution, whereas a narrow window improves time resolution
but worsens frequeny resolution.

The �gure 6 where the spetrogram is presented propose a more aurate hara-
terization of the surfae pro�le. The spetrogram mapped is using a olorbar de�ned
from the STFT amplitude of the signal analyzed with a 512 pts window in the time
domain. The analysis is performed with all Shannon onditions veri�ed. The red om-
ponent is assoiated to the Doppler frequeny whih is approximately onstant in the
experiments. The other omponents (when the surfae is more rough) is learly visible
with this time-frequeny analysis.

These results obtained with the spetrogram present the advantage to ombine
both time and frequeny domains. As a onsequene, the alulus of the Kurtosis
and the Skewness is a real time-frequeny haraterization beause of the evolution of
frequeny domain harateristis versus time. In fat, the oeÆient given by Eq.(12)
are alulated from the STFT whih are time-frequeny representations.

CONCLUSION

Ultrasoni baksattered signal has been reorded for an aurate di�erentiation
of roughness surfae in movement. The Doppler e�et assoiated to a time-frequeny
analysis haraterization of a hange of surfae properties. The neessary need of a
time-frequeny analysis has been progressively argued thanks to: i previous work related



p ,
stationary e�ets in the frequeny domain, and iii preliminary experiments realized
for this kind of appliation. The roughness indues not only a modi�ation in the
amplitude of the reeived eletrial signal from the transduer, but also in the spetrum
omponents of this signal. If the roughness has instantaneous non stationary time
variations, it is also neessary to introdue it in the analysis and perform it with a
time-frequeny approah.
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